I am
Linda de Lange
Hello, I am Linda de Lange and I have been with Pam Golding Properties
since 2004. I specialise in residential property sales in Port Elizabeth and
hold a Professional Practitioner in Real Estate qualification. My areas of
focus include Chelsea, Chelsea Downs, Colleen Glen, Seaview, Kini Bay,
Beachview and Blue Horizon Bay. When I'm not selling property, I enjoy
swimming, reading and travelling. Get in touch and let’s discuss your
property requirements.
Prior to pursuing my career in real estate, I was a nursing sister at a private
hospital in Port Elizabeth. I was in charge of the cardiac unit in the Intensive
Care Unit which saw me gain a vast amount of neonatal intensive care
experience. I believe my nurturing nature has been the key to my success
in the real estate industry. I listen attentively to my clients' needs, and
understand the importance of providing support and empathy throughout
the purchasing process.
With over 12 years' experience in property sales and having lived in
Seaview for the past 18 years, I have a wealth of knowledge about the local
property market. Knowing the market gives me the edge on getting my clients the results they are looking for. I know each and every property in my
specialist area, and once I have spent time with a buyer I know almost immediately which the right property is for them. I love to see how a buyer's body
language changes when I have shown him/her a few property options, and then I show them THE property.
My hard work and dedication has been rewarded with Gold Club Membership, making me one of the top achievers in Sales and Service within the Pam
Golding Group. I have also, over the years, received certificates from Port Elizabeth's top conveyancing companies acknowledging me as one of the city's
top 20 agents. In addition to this, I have won awards for Top Commission Earned in a specific year from the Institute of Estate Agents, along with
recognition from local conveyancers as Top Agent for Unit Sales and Commission earned in specific months.

My recently sold properties

House in Seaview
R1,850,000

2.48 hectare vacant land
in Chelsea

3 bedroom house in
Beachview

5 bedroom house in
Seaview

R2,100,000

R2,350,000

R2,900,000

I love to see how a buyer's body language changes when I have shown him/her a few property options, and then I show them "thee" property.
For all your real estate enquiries, please contact me, +27 84 725 5401, linda.delange@pamgolding.co.za
Port Elizabeth +27 41 373 9955 pamgolding.co.za/linda-de-lange

